
My Villainous Wife
Chapter 37 - The First Slap (II)

The menacing glare the woman was using to look at the twins, Ken and Kenzo
couldn't help but shrunk their necks as they looked down.

They unconsciously let go of Yan Xiaoran's hands as their fear towards this woman
intensified.  

Frowning at their sudden change of behavior, Yan Xiaoran looked away from the
twins to take a look at why was the twin so afraid of her.

The unknown woman standing before them had a short red dress that wasn't
appropriate to wear in a place like the main branch office of the CE group.

And for some other reason, Yan Xiaoran didn't find the woman pleasant because of her
past and with the fact the twins were afraid of the woman, her view towards this
woman took a dive deep under.

Although she wished to intervene, Yan Xiaoran wanted to watch and see the situation
first and find out the identity of the woman.

"Why are you not responding to my question? Have you two gone deaf already?!" The
woman suddenly raised her voice and crossed her arms before her ċhėst, accentuating
her cleavage that was almost pouring out of her tight dress.

Ken and Kenzo looked at each other and hid their hands behind their backs.
Remembering jow Yi Lou would always use sticks to punish them, by hitting their
wrists.

"He-hello Aunt Yi Lou." They meekly said simultaneously.

"I don't want your greeting. I'm asking you what are you two doing here!" The woman,
who turned out to be their Aunt Yi Lou asked again with a loud and shrill voice.

The two boys shuddered under that commanding tone and couldn't reply back.
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Yi Lou was Yan Wu Jing's lover and they're currently living together. However,
because she was their father's lover and someone who have a powerful family behind
her back, the twins couldn't say anything back and could only tuck their tails behind
them.

They couldn't even tell Yan Wu Jing that Yi Lou would forbid them from coming to
the company and see their father after class because of her.

Seeing that they weren't willing to respond to her, Yi Lou got angrier. She never liked
the twin Yan Wu Jing took under his wings because she thought that Yan Wu Jing
would never agree to the idea of having their own children since the twins were there.

She also feared that because the twins being there, they would get some shares of Yan
Wu Jing's wealth and fortune, something she will never allow to happen.

Thinking how her parents would always rush her to marry Yan Wu Jing and give birth
to their child, Yi Lou wanted nothing but to have Ken and Kenzo disappear from their
lives.

Yi Lou suddenly came forward and wanted to harshly pull Kenzo to punish them once
again, however, she didn't know why someone would stand in between them.

Because she was focused on the twins, Yi Lou didn't notice Yan Xiaoran who was by
their side, thinking that she was one of the employees in the company.

Narrowing her eyes at Yan Xiaoran, Yi Lou ordered, "Get out of my way!"

Usually, when she was seen by everyone in the main branch office of the CE group,
they would show her respect and follow her orders no matter how nonsensical it was
since they all knew she was the President's lover.

Even when she tried publicly embarrass someone, no one would dare go against her
and would even keep their mouth shut since they knew who she was.

Aside from that abominable secretary Gao who won't even spare a glance at her and
ignore her orders, no one was brave enough to try and buŧŧheads with her in fear that
they would lose their jobs.

But who knew that today was different and someone would actually dare to block her
way and dare not follow her command.

Narrowing her eyes, Yi Lou pointed at Yan Xiaoran as she fumed, "You! State your
position and what team you are in. I'll make sure that you will never get a job
anywhere after today!"



When her words landed, Yi Lou expected the young woman to cower in fear and
apologize on the spot like everyone else did, however, who knew that they would hear
her laughing at her instead.

Ken and Kenzo who was beside Yan Xiaoran wanted to stand up for her and protect
her against Yi Lou since they knew how sinister and insidious Yi Lou could get when
she's angry.

Growing up to experience being under this strict and madwoman, they knew what Yi
Lou could do to anyone.

And since Yan Xiaoran had just appeared in their lives and reunited with Yan Wu Jing,
they couldn't stay quiet and wanted to say something.

But they didn't expect that as soon as they felt an urge like that, they heard sweet
waves of laughter that tickled their insides like a feather touching their bodies.

"Why are you laughing?! Do you think I won't do that?!" Yi Lou put her hands on
either side of her hɨps.

After laughing at the ridiculous show of authority in front of her, Yan Xiaoran wiped
the tears in the corner of her eyes, and with twisted lips, she said, "I'm only curious,
but who died and made you king?"

"You! Do you even know who I am! Such rudeness!"

"Rude?" Yan Xiaoran scoffed and shook her head, "Please… don't use the
'do-you-know-who-I-am' card here. There's no one here who is willing to take that
card."

"Shameless woman! Who let you in my company! I'll make them disappear after I'm
done with you."

Yan Xiaoran couldn't believe the confidence and stupidity Yi Lou showed to them.

"Why would I sell out who let me in here? Let me tell you, if you want to know
something, you must strike out a deal like saying, 'Tell me who let you in here and I'll
give you a million-dollar' or another, 'Who let you in so, I can reward them'." Yan
Xiaoran openly suggested like she was doing her a favor.
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